
RELATIVE POVERTY : SELFERESPECT AND DIGNITY

AMONG MEXICAN PEASANT WOMEN.

Dra. Sonia Gojman de Millán,

Women's lifestyles and well-being do influence the future

of new generations.

Many undertakings have begun with the naive supposition,

that the better the economic development of a community.and

only because of this factor, the greater will the participa-

tion of women be, and the larger the possibility of

equalitarian sharing between the sexes. Oposit to these

studies we have found evidence (1) that demónstrate that the

results of economic development, per se, are not always condu-

cive to these aims;,It is now, and only recently, clear that

statistics of economic resources in general do not reflect

the conditions with which people, and most especificaly wo- *

men, really deal in their daily lives.(2)

Mexican peasant women, as we will see, do not benefit

from "modern economic development". Jt does not better in

any way their lifestyles not their children's.

The relevance of mother-child ties in early infancy, pre-

vious and much more relevant than the edipical relation

postulated by freud in ortodox psychoanalitic theory, has

been pointed out as fundamental to mental health by Erich
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Fromm (3), and it has found múltiple theoretical, clinical

and experimental indorsment (4). By recognizing the mater

nal relation as one that shapes all future emotional deve

lopment of the child, modern psychoanalitic thought points

out the importance of women's role in society through the

influence they exercise in the future of new generations.

Economic development is not always conducive to equalitarian

sharing between the sexes.

!A study, carried through psychoanalytic interviews with

peasant women from two small Mexican villages has clearly

shown that the way in which women are treated in what was

once, and not too long ago, a tradicional patriarchal villa-

ge, and which even today is little frequented and far from

"modern" urban centers, is much more understanding, supportive,

and non-authoritarian than in another one, much closer to

"civilization'V,that has the benefit of greater economic

resources and cióse contact with the facilities of large
urban centers.} »

The social structure of the former village, seems to have

favored a process that permits the women to openly confront

their difficulties, overcoming them in the context of daily
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life. In this setting, women have been changing. It appears
that a previous we.listructured patriarchal setting, by

giving its members a strong sense of unity, concern for the

welfare of the family group, and thus, a basis for coopera-

tion, has functioned precisely as a " point of departure",

inabling the women to make use of recent new material condi-

tions ( knitting machines) for their own profit. They have

managed to be able to particípate in the finaneial support

of the family, without leaving their homes. In the later and

much more modern village, despite great economic advantages

( e. g., irrigation systems for fertile land, jobs and cons-

tant contact with the city), the women remain so backward,

oppressed, and self-alienated that their only outlet lies in

resentement and possessiveness toward their children. The

destructiviness that this implies to the well-being of the

children they are raising, adds social relevance to the
conflict that the women live.

Femenine change has been carried out in Tierra Alta, the

apparently more "primitive" community, on the basis of evolved

personal valúes, ultimately rooted in cultural tradition. Never-

theless further exploration and mutual effort should

yield in the future to a new equlibrium in the women's rela-
tionships with men, since they are, for the moment. in crisis.
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The women have used the knitting machines of the "modern"

world as instruments of ^hange, thereby acquiring a personal

income and some independence, Through their work they have

gained a larger appreciation of their own worth, of their

possibilities and those of their children. In order to effect

this metamorphosis, they have had to continually deal with

the oposition of their husbands, which emanates from the

men's fear of being desplaced and therefore an often deep-

seated resistance to change. Some of the women, . a few

but at least some of them, have already come to discover the

possibility of a trusting, more equalitarian relationship,

one in which both pain and joy can be shared. Most of them

are women in transition, women who suffer, who struggle, and

look for a new form of being. They cannot keep on acting, not

even for the sake of appearances.like little girls; they

have rather developed their own convictions, considering

themselves capable and useful, taking part openly in decisions

and contributing to the family's maintenance. Even though

their participation has always been basic to the family. -it

was formerly exercised in subtle ways. almost in secret. Now,

aware of their position, they strongly defend their rights.

In contrast, the impact of "modernization" on the community

of Santa María and its greater economic resources, has not
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been assimilated by the women. Three centuries of oppression,
during which the men worked as laborers on a hacienda with

fertile land, imposed a quite unstructured way of life on

these people. It involved then complete submission to the

"authorities" and to power. being structured from the outside.

Today, this attitude has been applied to money itself and the

possibilities of consumption. A failéd patriarchy, in which

male authority only refered to that of the landowner, has

led to a desperate machismo in which pathology, violence, and
alcoholism flourish. The villagers live disorientedly: work,
life, and their own individual importance have lost meaning.
Only material goods and their acquisition are of any conse-

quence. A lack of integration, absence of a self-evolved valué

system and therefore, of community oriented activities are
the rule.

Mexican peasant women in their daily lives;

The accounts of two women from Tierra Alta and two from

Santa María have been selected to illustrate, thou¿h briefly,
the differences that exist between one lifestyle and the other,
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Domestic and professional activities seem complementary to

Doña Sofía, a midwife in Tierra Alta.

Doña Sofía, fifty years oíd, has been a midwife in Tierra

Alta for more than two decades. Although she has had thirteen

children, eleven of whom are living, she appears to be a jo

vial woman of less than forty. Assertive, affectionate, hard-

working, enthusiastic, she hasn't encountered conflict between

her domestic and professional activities; rather, they seem

to her to be complementary. Her children help in different

ways» the older, some of whom live away from home, contribute

with part of their income; others are studying in larger

towns since the local school only offers six grades (primaria);
and the rest, still young, have tasks at home when they re-

turn from school. Her fifteen-year-old daughter knits with
the machine.

In the past, it was necessary that her husband augment the

family income by working elsewhere in or outside the country;
he would come and go. However, for the last six or seven

years he had remained at home, cultivating his small proper-

ty. By increasing her practice little by little (the financial

resources of her clients determine her fee), her income has

risen until it is now superior to that of her husband. She

became very sad when he went away again, this time without
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there being any economic necessity. In leaving, he said, " I

couldn't wait here with folded arms watching her provide for

the children." She was fearfull thinking that " when they go
away, anything might happen. " She was even afraid to lose

him, before he carne back, because she considered and always
will consider him as " the authority in the home."

Besides participating actively and with interest in the

life of her family, Doña Sofía has helped other women during
pregnacy and birth, long before the knitting machines made

an appearance in the village, five years ago. She has been

and is a fundamentally productive person who enjoys her work
and is full of admiration for her guides, midwifes of greater
experience, who taught her, and with whom she discusses her
cases. Satisfied, proud of her work, and of "not having
commited any serious mistakes", she has simple vital dreams,
such as those about her patients giving birth and "turning
out wellv which express her own constant renewal. She unders-

tands her patients "as women" and is touched by their expe-
riences, sympathizing with them "in their ignorance" and " in
their suffering*. "When" the cases warrant ir; she sends them
to the village doctor, for she knows that there are some pa
tients whom she can help as a result of her experience, but
not all.

Grocheting, sewing, embroidering, and " making all kinds
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of pretty things" are pleasures for her: " when I see them,

I really like to make them if I can". Her "greatest happiness"

is when all the family is reunited, when she has " all the

children togetherV. Her oldest daughter, who has worked as

a servant in México City for seven years, worries her by not

having married, a strange situation which Doña Sofía does not

understand. It would seem that she is thus expressing her

disaproval over her way of life as a woman, one that involves

working at a distance, with independence, in solitude and

homeless.

She contrasts her daughter's life with that of her own

and her parents, each of whom had always sought ways to take

care of their children. Her father did this " as a merchant,

traveling over the Sierra, trading animáis". When " he was

given enough reason, he got angry. other times he would

merely give advice". Only rarely did he hit them. Her mother,

now an oíd woman. was " very good. doing everything possible"

to look after them. "Everything possible"D since they were
very poor and she had to raise seven children. "If one mis-

behaved, they brought it to your attention, but didn't punish
you very much". For this reason, she never did anything
against their will.

About herself, she says, " Others know, what I'm like..I
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can say that I'm a good person ... you know, I feel that I

try as best as I can to behave myself, not to be egotistical

in anything, although as far as anger goes, I do get mad at

times but only ocasionally, and then, slowly, ny temper goes

away". Her life has been cantered on the people about hers

family, husband, patients. She feels that it is important for

people to help one another . She was very saddened over the

departure of her husband, even though "he left on good termsv.

"He arranged it so that we get half the money from the crop

that someone else was taking care of".* She was not really

sure that he would return, but he afterwards did.

Although Sofía was once an exception, I believe that her

story demonstrates how, within that traditional patriarchal

system, there were elements that allowad a woman to find

selfulfillment. Thus, she could directly particípate in .do

mestic work with dignity and interest, in the context of a

structured family-and community life that, as we shall see

later, permitted others to eventually widen their horizons

in the same way.

* A common practice in Mexican farming villages.
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Forty-four-year-old Juana gave birth tn fifteen children of

whom thirteen are alive.

Forty-four-year-old Juana, living in Santa María, gave

birth to fifteen children of whom thirteen survive. Her mother

died forty days after her delivery, and she grew up with her
maternal grandmother and an únele who loved her dearly. When
he died she was thirteen years oíd and felt "alone in the

world." She bagan to work as a domestic servant in order to

help her grandmother and continued to do so until she married.

During that time, she frecuently thought of her own death. " I
longed for it as a last resort, so that I wouldn't have to
continué like that-alone defenseless against whoever might
ruin me." When she married at sixteen, she began a life of
fertility which carne to exhaust her. She feels that it is

from this that she has pains all over her body and is "tired,
without energy for anything." She says that it was very di-
fficult to maintáln her children, and despite the economic

help that they now provide, she still finds herself limited.
In speaking of them, she became very emotional.

Her husband, who travels daily by bieyele to the factory
where he works, has succeded in earning a " secure income"

for the last two years. They still cannot move nearer, since
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food, part of which they gather in the área - would be more

difficult to obtain in that location. Several of her children
have married, while others work in "what they can find for
short periods". She "knows" that she relies on the help which
the bosses ( patrones ) give her sons, whom she asks for

assistance when she needs it. The eider daughters do most of
the housework and otherwise help her.

She has suffered from "fainting spells" since the burder '
of her brother, ayoung man who was given "ahard blow during
a drinking boutV She felt "suffocated" when she learned of
this event, a feeling which still frecuently occurs. Now she
knows aremedy, "go out into the open air and breath deeply,"
in order to avoid the onset of "fainting, an attack" such as
the one she had suffered on that occasion. This is her angula,
her response to the omnipresence of death, violence, murder. She
dreams of them, she fears them .... her feelings are contained,
lived in secret, so that she won't "appear crazy" in front
of the others. If she expressed them, they "would look at me
as if iwere mad"; she says that she would grab her children
and " would embrace them and kiss them until i calmed down -
an impossible thing to do". She must behave in aless effusive,
more distant manner. Her greatest wish is to return *
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to visit the Virgin of Guadalupe in México city, as she had

done on a pilgrimage when she was ten years oíd.

Juana very much likes to listen to the radio soap operas

that deal with " city life" and "rich people who, nevertheless,

also have problems, feelings, doubtsV . Her father, an alcoho-

lic, abandoned his four children after his wife died, and

they were subsequently taken in by relatives. " Every now

and then he comes for a short while and that is that". Her

grandmother "was good" and treated her well, although " she

took no pleasure in any sort of diversión ... never going

out ... except on Sunday to Mass and then back home". Thus,

she was raised "very severly".

About herself, she says: " oof ... i'm very bad, very

quicktempered, very griuchy. I don't even want to think any

more about what will happen. I spend my days thinking now of

one thing, then another - many things worry me, like my little

ones who have no pants and I have no money to buy them". She

believes that a mother demonstrates her love for her children

by "telling them to be good and scolding them when they
aren't".

Upon being asked about the duties of a father. she responded

that her husband " often got drunk when his little girl was

sick, so much did he love her* ."He said that he loved her
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very much and didn't want her to die, and that he regretted

not sending her to be cured. He said that he was ready to be

taken to jail. He got drunk and thus drowned his grief over

the death of his daughter whom he loved so very much."

Glearly, the remedy for insurmountable difficulties is

resignation and trying to forget them through alcohol. It is

desperation, pain. " When I am washing.i wash, but then I

finish, and I cannot stand the pain. I do everything, but

with great effort.I have to do everything. When I go to bed,

I think it even gives me temperature, I tell you that I am

not so oíd that I should have all these pains", She is always

sad: "There is no end to difficulties". Juana is a woman

who suffers, embodying the impossibility of moving ahead

within an oppressive society where machismo.murder. indiscri-

minate violenoe, and alcoholism abound. Strong, hefty, and

with a few white hairs, she exemplifies the type of life in

which the only exit is motherhood, and where the only means

of overcoming the lack of hope„ communication, warm realation-

ships and satisfying activities, is a deep longing to leave

that environment, nourishing expectations of solutions which,

naturally, will come from others.

Ofelia defends a new way of participating in life as a woman.

Thirty-six-year-old Ofelia, mother of six children, is

one of the most enthusiastic and helpful inhabitants of Tierra
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Alta. An active member of the Parents Association at the lo

cal school, she is very proud of the changes which have been

achieved, of the van bought for the use of "whoever needs it,"

and of the clock in the central plaza. Formerly, she greatly

enjoyed her work as a salesperson at the head of her father*s

business. Today, her daughter helps her by knitting with the

machine and she uses it as well when she has the time. The

major part of her day is spent presiding over the kitchen -

she doesn't like "anyone else to do it". It pleases her also

to see "after a short while, all the clothes hanging on the

lino" that have been washed by her.

She defends, even in front of her father, a new kind of

relationship between men and women. Annoyed, he criticizea

and admonishes his son-in-law for allowing Ofelia to particí

pate in the administration of the house money. "He is very

harsh, strict, hard-working, demanding. Even now he chides us,

a married couple, telling my husband not to give me any

money, not to let me waste time. He scolds the children a lot.

He does work very hard in the fields and in the business. I

have had to be told about my mother, because she died when I

was five. She was good-natured, made tamales, worked in the

business, and helped my father a great deal. He liked u's all

to work in the fields cultivating the corn, and for us to
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bring him his food wherever he went. After the death of my

mother, we were alone for about two months, and after the

arrival of my stepmother, I stayed for eighteen years with

them until I got married".

Ofelia is critical of her father and is angered by his

heavy-handed attitudes. With "determination and work " she

says to have succeded, together with her husband, in making

her family respect him, which was not the case when they ma

rried, because he was very poor. With him "is when things

have been the happiestV For "the first time" in her life she

feels confident, understood, and supported. When they havo a

problem, they discuss and resolve it together, even in matters

concering their children*s education. They both make efforts

to avoid frightening them and they believe that it is really

important to encourage them to try out other possibilities

when they have commited a mistake. This was for example the

case not to long ago with one of their sons, who frequently

hits others and would himself come home hurt, they thought
ühat it would be gocci for him to learn his father's trade

which he was taught over a period of time. Meanwhile, his

help was asked in small matters which he was capable of doing.
Afterwards, they put him in charge of a young gcat that has

become his companion and playmate . Many
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of Ofelia's iniciatives are considered to be innovations by

the community. She in fact defends a new method of educating

the children and a new way of participating inlife as a woman.

She has used contraceptives and does not want any more

children, a decisión which her husband approves. Since taking

the pill, she has had "fainting fits," blood pressure problems,

and nervous attacks. She is determined to continué and says

that she has no doubts whatever concerning them. '/One wonders

whether the symptoms which she suffers are caused by the

medication alone or might also be an indication of the uncon-

scious tensión which she has to face in adopting such means,
so unsual in her enviroment. She " would like to discuss the

subject with other women;- and is very disappointed when

she sees that they "take it as a joke." What truly enrages

her are those who " let things go by and never get involved".

Constanily, her ability and imagination are exercised in her

daily life. In this she is accompanied by her husband. with

whom she has achieved a trust and friendship which she never

dreamed were possible. She also has doubts. and searches.for
alternatives, for solutions, xvhile possessing a critical

spirit and her own sense of valúes.

Margarita advises her friendsto give in to evervthinfí in n.H0.
to live in pease with their husbands.

Margarita, thirty-nine years oíd, has given birth to twelve
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children in Santa María and nine are still living, She knows

that in order to be able to endure her life, it is neccssary
to make her husband happy, " not to provoke him," to be

tolerant, and above all, never to show annoyance.

As a child, she continually witnessed her father becoming

angryj even now he becomes furious when special "appetizing"

foods which are difficult to get are not prepared for him. Her

mother " has to find a way to get themy for if not, life is

impossible between the two "even though he has stopped
drinking". "She is a very good person and suffered a lot on

account of my papa. He very much liked to drink and didn't

give her his pay. He was very harsh. If by any chance one

were standing nearby, one would have been assaulted by his

screams that he wanted to eat until one became afraid, and

then he would demand to be fed, and the meal wouldn't be

ready yet. My mother is always going from one of her children

to another to see if they can give her something". She tries

to plácate him and "always says that he is the one who gives
the orders".

Margarita's husband, who works on his father's lands,

which were given to him by the goverment to cultívate (ejido),
provides for the family'a livelihood. "i think, 'what are
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we going to do with such a ]arge family if it doesn't rain?'

And then, some don't have shoes or pants and there are many

things to worry about. I don't suffer - my husband is a good

man who has given me no cause for distress. What he earns

isn't enough for the whole family. He says that we are sil

going to work together to buy a washing machine. When? we

will never buy it. The money is never enough for what one

needs."

To be cióse to urban centers and in constant contact with

a wide range of consumer goods frequently provokes an even

greater frustation and ¿espair. Beacuse "he gats for me all

that he can;-" she feels that her marriage "has been good'.'"Her

children have grown up; the olde»¡; are now working and con

tribute with their earnings, The y.ounger ones do various

tasks about the house. She feels most content when her husband

is at home and her children "obey" her. When he leaves, she

is apprenhensive, knowing that "he is in danger,"and fearful

for what might happen to him. She dreams of "wars and the

disappearance of my family;*y an unccnscious representaron of

the violent world in which she Uves. Frequently she dreams

that she "flies, bouncing about like a little girl". It could

be said that she is one,being so allows her marriage to' work,

which gives her satisfaction and makes her an example to her
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friends„-she advices them: "Give in to everything in order

to live in peace." The most important thing is to avoid

conflict.

To decide, to take an active part in life, to become an

individual, implies a long process involving change with

regard to the ideas concerning, and the realities of, life,

family, children, husband, but above all - oneself. In a

state of unconsciousness, everything that happens is taken

as completely natural. The events of one's life are considered

to be fixed by the immediate circumstances, and only with

great difficulty can a person come to question, know or openly
express her own desires and likes, as well as negative and

positive feelings about what one does.

Even in conditions of povertv »nri Want dignity can be mantained
when the solution are ones own's .

Some women in Tierra Alta have begun to individúate

themselves, supported by the experience of a well-structured

environment. They have taken part during their development
in the responsible and careful working together of both

mother and father, who in tending to their tasks had seen

to the fulfillment of their own needs through the resources

at their disposal. Even in conditions of poverty and want,
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dignity could be maintained because the solutions were one's

own. The knitting machines could be absorbed into this social

framework, and allow a more active and decisive participation

on the part of the women. Some, still traditionalists, have

not been able to assimilate this innovation, while others
r

have changad and are capable of fighting, even to the points

of confronting a man who is opposed, for what seems worthwhile.

Some of the men, frightened by these events, have reacted

with irritation and have wanted to bring back the past. Their

protest takes the form of being absent from the home, drinking,

... Others have encouraged, supported, and participated in

this new way of life. They have directly collaborated in the

education of their children, and the affairs of the household

are decided by mutual accord, developing a deep companionship
with their spouses.

High visibility of consumers goods awaken insatiable appetites

for consumption and mutílate tradition.

The situation in Santa María is quite different. Traditional

masculine autht^ity has suffered from the onslaughts of

oppression for centuries, beginning with the Conquest. .As

unskilled laborers, dispossessed of the means for supporting
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themselves, the necessity of contact with the outside world

obliged them to assume attitudes of subordination and servi-

lity towards the owners of the haciendas. Even though econo
mic circunstances are altered and farming land has been

granted to him, the man of today hides his weakness behind

machismo, and conceals his desperation and demoralization

with violence. This behavior has the solé aim of venting fury,
of dominating senselessly, endlessly. It is resentment and

hopelessness. The proximity of urban centers and the high
visibility of consumer goods, neither accessible ñor useful
in the fulfillment of actual needs, often only awaken insa-
tiable appetites and mutilate their tradition.

The inhabitants of Santa María have attempted to passively
adjust themselves to their recently improved situation, hunge-
ring for acquisition of goods that, while "satisfying" artifi
cial necessities, can only lead to new forms of oppression
and despair.

According to statistics, material conditions in Santa

María are much better than those in Tierra Alta; nevertheless.
nonadaptation and lack of hope are rampant in the former
village.

Desperation can certainly induce people to seek the discharge
of their discontent and rage by identifying with the aggressor,
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to become destructive instead of enlisting available

resources for their own ends in a rational way. Under

these conditions, a very easy solution can be to give -

in to the pressures of an ideology that involves indis-

criminate and voracious consumption (5), one that does

not conduce in any way to a better life ñor to any kind

of satisfaction or well-being. Only self respect and

respect for tradition can, by its functioning as a slow

but lively integrated and structured process, conduce to

a change in women lives. It is worthwhile waiting and

promoting the process as such with patience.
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